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Subtopicsin prepress and the pressSo what’s the difference between SNAP
and ISO?
That’s a question that came to the attention of the SNAP Committee after one
newspaper commented that it was planning to “move beyond” SNAP and instead
use ISO to measure its production quality.
While that may be a laudable endeavor, the apparent misunderstanding
that exists regarding SNAP specifications
and ISO standards suggests a need for
clarification.
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Freedom also expects to launch apps aimed at
specific topics and community interests, such as
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Other improvement areas
Newspapers, coldset commercial printers,
clients, vendors and other stakeholders
sometimes ask for background information about how SNAP relates to other targeted process improvement efforts such as
Six Sigma, SMED, 5S, and TPM.
It is important to understand the
definitions of these efforts.
As described previously, ISO 9000 defines how a process should be documented and the roles everyone needs to play in
order to ensure that tasks supporting that
process are completed successfully.
According to the book, “Six Sigma
Simplified,” Six Sigma draws on teams and
uses a results-oriented, project focused
approach to process improvement, Six
Sigma is a way of measuring and setting
targets for reductions in product or service
defects that is directly connected to customer requirements.
SMED, or Single Minute Exchange
of Dies, describes how teams can analyze processes in order to make process
changeovers — printers would call these
makereadies and version changes — as
efficient and effective as possible.
5S refers to a methodology used to
create a workplace that on a continuing
basis is clearly organized, free of clutter,
arranged so that people can find items
and sparkling clean. The term 5S refers to
the process used to achieve this outcome,
which calls for teams of people to sort, set
in order, shine, standardize and sustain.
Finally, TPM, or Total Productive Maintenance, outlines a maintenance strategy
that optimizes equipment performance,
eliminates breakdowns and, in the words
of the book, An Introduction to TPM: Total
Production Maintenance, “promotes autonomous operator maintenance through
day-to-day activities involving the total
workforce.”
How do these relate to one another
and to SNAP? SNAP defines aim points
and tolerances for good coldset printing,
and shares best practices as it pertains to
workflows and procedures that have been
validated as yielding quality coldset printing in the real world. ISO 9000 outlines
a process documentation methodology
that, as previously reported, can draw on
SNAP. Six Sigma, SMED, 5S, and TPM are
carefully thought-out methodologies that
support and ISO or other internal process
assurance methods.
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All of this means that newspapers
and coldset commercial printers have
access to a variety of programs and efforts
aimed at helping them improve quality
and throughput while reducing waste and
downtime. The key is understanding how
these different specifications, standards,
and process improvement activities tie
together and support or reinforce one
another.

Industry members interested in participating in
this discussion or joining SNAP (no registration
fees or membership dues required) can contact
either Peter Brehm at pbrehm@vertisinc.com, or
Dennis Cheeseman at dennis.cheeseman@usink.
com).
Interested in a speaker on SNAP at your upcoming conference, internal sales or production meeting, or association gathering? SNAP Committee
members are willing and able to help introduce
SNAP and its contents and benefits to industry
groups.

Peter Brehm is vice president of operations support at Vertis Communications Inc. and Dennis
Cheeseman is director of customer service at
US Ink.

SNAP, GRACoL and SWOP
Questions have also been raised about the similarities and differences among SNAP,
GRACoL and SWOP. In short: All three are specifications. They are not standards like ANSI
or ISO documents. The three specifications are not the same and do not provide specifications for the same processes. This means that there can be no such thing as “SWOP for
newsprint” or “GRaCOL for coldset.” Anyone who makes such a claim is confused — and
is confusing others. Here is a review of the role these specs play:
SNAP
Process focus: Coldset web offset (also touches on letterpress and flexography).
Substrate: Newsprint.
Marketplace: Newspapers and coldset commercial printing.
GRACoL: General Requirements for Applications in Commercial Offset Lithography.
Process focus: Sheetfed printing.
Substrate focus: Coated freesheets.
Marketplace focus: Commercial printing.
SWOP: Specifications for Web Offset Publications.
Process focus: Heatset web offset and publication gravure
Substrate: Coated No. 5 and Coated No. 3
Marketplace: Publications
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